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Runescape 3 combat training guide f2p

Do you want to train your fight effectively in old school Runescape? You came up with the right article! Here we cover the most effective methods of combat training osrs. This osrs combat training guide is beginner-friendly, but also applies to more advanced players. Close-up attack styles What does an attack do in osrs? Leveling an attack increases your accuracy and gains
access to higher weapons What does force do in osrs? Balancing your strength affects your MAX HIT What does defense do in osrs? Leveling your defenses reduces the likelihood of being hit by an opponent or monster. This means that it reduces accuracy and not max hit. You also get access to a higher level of armour. In what order should you train up close? Since defense
does nothing for your max hit or your accuracy should not be a priority when training melee. Instead, you should always prioritize strength and attack, as these will affect your accuracy and damage. Most players will strive to have their power a few levels higher than the attack to achieve a higher maximum hit. The best in slot weapons for OSRS combat training the faster the
weapon, the faster you will end up leveling, which is why scimitars are favored by most players to train. Levels 1 - 40: Scimitars Attack LevelScimitarLevel 1 attackIron ScimitarLevel 5 attackSteel ScimitarLevel 10 attackBlack ScimitarLevel 20 attackMithril ScimitarLeLevel 30 attackAdamant ScimitarLevel 40 attackBrine Sabre / Rune Scimitar Level 40 members should opt for Brine
Sabre instead of rune scimitar because this weapon gives +2 str &amp; attack bonus. F2P players should continue to use rune scimitar to train their fight all the way up to max. Levels 50 - 60 Granite Weapons At level 50 members should switch to granite weapons. You can choose between a granite hammer or a long sword, the hammer is slightly better, but more expensive. A
leaf-bladed sword is also an option at level 50 and it's even better than a granite hammer, however, a leaf-bladed sword requires 55 slayer to equip. Ironman tend to go for a leaf-edged sword because it is much easier to obtain than granite weapons. Level 60 – 70 Dragon Weapons Level 60 you should train with dragon weapons, specifically dragon scimitar. If you do not finish
Monkey Madness, you can opt for the dragon sword, which is much better than the dragon's long sword. Levels 70 – 99 At level 70, you get access to weapons such as the abysmal whip, abysmal bludgeon, abysmal dacha and Saradomine sword. At level 75 you get access to Ghrazi Rapier, which is the best slot weapon for attack, strength and defensive training all the way to
max combat. Ghrazi Rapier paired with avernic defender is the best in the combat training slot since level 75. Obviously, most players won't be able to afford this combo, so they can instead train with a abysmal whip with a dragon defender (for attack/defense) or a blessed Saradomin Sword/abyssal beating strength training). Best in slot armor for combat training Helm slot
Neitiznot Faceguard / Helm neitiznot &gt; Berserker Helm &gt; Obsidian Helm All three helmets give you a +3 power bonus, neitiznot faceguard gives +6 power bonus. * When you are a slayer, the slayer helmet will always be the best in the slot. Body slot Bandos Chestplate &gt; Fighter Torso &gt; Obsidian Points Both fighter hull and bandos chestplate offer a 4+ power bonus.
You really don't need a band-aid unless you're up against high-level monsters. Obsidian body is a really nice and cheap alternative that offers a 3+ strength bonus. Block slot for legs Bandos Tassets &gt; Obsidian Platelegs Obsidian Platelegs are cheap and offer a bonus of +1 power, bandos tassets are expensive and offer bonus forces +2. Shield slot Avernic / Dragon Defender
&gt; Tokz-Ket-Xil defenders should always be used in combat training, because these increase their maximum hit and accuracy. If you don't have a defender, you can use Tokz Ket Xil instead, which gives a nice +5 pp bonus. Cape Slot Infernal &gt; Fire Cape &gt; Mythical Cape &gt; Obsidian Cape Necklace Slot Amulet Torture &gt; Amulet of Fury &gt; Amulet of Glory &gt; Amulet
Strength Gloves Slot Ferocious Gloves &gt; RFD Gloves &gt; Regen Bracelet &gt; Combat Bracelet In Addition to Wild Gloves, Barrows Gloves and Other Recipe for Disaster Gloves are the best in the combat training slot. If you have not yet made a recipe for catastrophic tasks, you can use a regene bracelet or combat bracelet if you have a budget. Boots Slot Primordials &gt;
Dragon Boots &gt; Granite Boots players with 75 strengths and defenses and a good cash stack should use the primary boots for combat training. Otherwise, use dragon shoes that are cheap or granite shoes if you have less than 60 defenses. Ring Slot Berserker Ring /(i) &gt; Warrior Ring /(i) Berserker ring is the best in the slot for combat training, you can use the warrior ring if
you do not have a lot of money for your circular slot. You can fill your ring for 650,000 NMZ points, which doubles your stats. Set Bonuses Obsidian Set When a fully obsidian set is equipped, the player receives a 10% increase in accuracy and strength by chimneys with a berserker necklace. The berserker necklace increases damage by 20% on any obsidian weapon. This makes
the use of full obsidian armor + necklace + weapon a really good combination for close combat training in nightmare zones. Dharok Set Dharoks is great for strength training because you can hit very well when the whole set is equipped and you are under 10 hp. Dharok is commonly used in the nightmare zone. Void Set Wearing full emptiness melee gets you 10% accuracy and
damage increase. Combining this with an avernic/dragon defender can be really beneficial in training at lower level monsters where you don't need high defensive bonuses. Combat Training Quests Quests often provide a more effective training path, this is no different when training your fight in osrs. There are some really good quests that instantly increase your strength and
defense. Many new players immediately complete Waterfall Quest, which has no requirements and can be done on a new account. Finishing immediately brings you to attack and force 30, skips a lot of manual training. The most effective way to train Melee so what is the most effective way to rain your melee in osrs? The most effective journey always begins with a waterfall quest.
Levels 1 - 30 Attack/Force Waterfall Quest Completing Waterfall Quest will instantly take you to level 30 attack and force. This is the best way to start a new account in OSRS. Levels 30 - 60/70 Krabi From level 30 to 60/70 you should fight crabs. They have a lot of HIT points, don't get too high and are aggressive. That means you can AFK them and not worry about dying. You can
go old school and fight rock crabs in Relekka that are pretty deserted these days, or you can be more efficient and train on sand crabs in hosidius. Players who have completed Bone Voyage can fight Ammonite crabs on a fossil island that are even more effective than sand crabs. * Crabs become non-aggressive every 10 minutes, at which point you should run out of the area and
come back. Levels 60/70 – 99 Slayer Of course, the most effective way to play old school Runescape and train your fight is by making a slayer alongside your combat training. This will not give you the fastest combat training EXP Courses, but it will be a more effective style of play, especially if you want to max out your account. It is recommended to wait until 70 fights to have
access to master slayer Chaeldar. You will also have access to better weapons and armor. Low-level slayer training will be very slow. Levels 60/70 - 99 Nightmare Zone Nightmare Zone is unique to old school runescape and is not so appreciated by a wide part of the player base. The reason is: it is too easy to train your fight. Yes you read that right, training in nightmare zones
can be done 100% AFK. So if you want to train your fight while you watch Netflix, play on an ALT account or simply do the work/homework nightmare zone is the best place. To gain access to nightmare zones you need to unlock a minimum of 5 quest bosses. The best quest bosses for nightmare zones are: Lost CityFight ArenaTree Gnome VillageVampyre SlayerThe Grand Tree
Summary: OSRS Combat Training Guide I hope the tips in this osrs combat training guide can help you choose and create your own path to progress your fighting level in old school runescape. For those who want to be ultra-efficient: you need to start a waterfall quest. You will also want to complete other quests on the ASAP list. Crabs are a great place to start, and once you get
to level 60/70, you should start training your fight with the slayer. Alternatively, if you feel lazy, you can AFK nightmare zone while you watch Netflix or work. ALWAYS CHECK THE LINKS if you need it (For this link it's a quest to help ignore the text just look at the pictures) 20-30: Don't forget Update your weapon as you are training to attack. After reaching 30 attack train on
Varrock Guards (if you have a pretty decent defense), if not just train on Al Kharid Guards. is for the guards - it gives a little more detail about them. is for Al Kharida fighters. 30-50: For non-pures to train at Hill Giants your training will start to slow down because it will require a lot more xp to get, even if you should have noticed it now. For pures al kharid fighters is your best bet, or
you can try scorpions that are just north in the mining site. Hill Giants are located here: (I couldn't find a good link to the picture, so there it is) 50-60: Strength of safety is a great place to practice for both clean and unclean. For non pures I recommend the second floor, and kill meat crawlers and zombies, BRING FOOD. They are ver; aggressive for about 15 minutes. For clean you
can get minotaurs that are pretty decent xp though low level but still bring food that are on the floor 1. Here is a link to strength security: this page also provides information about security fortifications. 60-99: This is the hard part it seems like it never ends. For non pures be sure to bring tons of food and head down to the third floor and kill giant spiders that are level 50 and can hit
up to 75 in x10 HP. For pures just keep killing things on level one and gradually move to a higher level then maybe up to the second floor. Here's a video of someone training for spiders. can get anywhere from 30-60k xp per hour
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